NEW PRODUCT OVERVIEW

BLUE FORCE GEAR® HUNTING SLING
The Blue Force Gear Hunting Sling, which utilizes the company’s vast manufacturing
experience with tactical weapon slings, elevates every hunting rifle, shotgun or modern
sporting rifle with its revolutionary adjustability and advanced materials. This simple and
fully adjustable sling is ready to attach to any standard sling swivel studs.
The Hunting Sling is made from the same military-grade Invista solution-dyed
CORDURA webbing used within all Blue Force Gear slings, and used by over 250,000
servicemen. The sling is colorfast to nearly eliminate fading and durable enough to
withstand any conditions.
Designed as a completely captive sling, there is no “wrong” way to mount it, but it is
recommended for the tightening motion to slide towards the buttstock. It’s easy to use
– unscrew the knurled bolt on the EX Swivel and insert the swivel stud, then tightly
screw the bolt back in, repeat on other sling swivel stud, and the sling is ready for use.
The nylon adjuster makes it easy to shorten or lengthen the sling to be versatile whether
it is being used to securely carry a long gun or to quickly shoulder and fire without
having to remove the sling.
Find technical specs and see a demonstration of Blue Force Gear’s new Hunting Sling
and other innovative products in booth 31209 at SHOT Show in Las Vegas from Jan. 17–
20. Personal interviews with company leaders will be available to media.
About Blue Force Gear:
Blue Force Gear designs the best weapon slings and leads the lightweight equipment
revolution with its Ten-Speed® multi-use pouches. They also reinvented MOLLE to be the
world’s lightest with their Helium Whisper® pouch attachment system and highperformance laminate, ULTRAcomp™. Unrivaled innovation and attention to detail set
Blue Force Gear apart from others in the tactical equipment industry.
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